Bring MITRE to Bear: Leveraging Social Networks

Vendors
- Technology
- Business Solutions

Academia
- MITRE-focused Research
- New Professional Talent

Other FFRDCs
- Joint Research
- Common Sponsors

People in Partnership

Sponsors
- Project Funding
- Client Requirements

Excellence Committed to the Public Interest
Federally funded research & development center applying systems engineering & advanced technology to critical national problems

"I need..."
- To feel comfortable meeting new people
- To know what role my employees & partners are filling
- To know who is working on the same thing I am
- To know the context of where people are coming from

Tools Must...
- Not overlap with existing solutions
- Adhere to MITRE security standards
- Integrate into current MITRE systems
- Be intuitive to use & not require much activation energy

Introductions

This tool allows Handshake users to act as a trusted intermediary in the digital realm. Contacts can be introduced with supporting data to highlight opportunities to work together. The system can suggest people to introduce.

A prototype of this tool was created within Handshake in order to be launched to actual Handshake users.

Fosters multiple connections
- Designed for speed
- Intuitive to use
- Promotes awareness
- Proves Handshake development

Builds user identities
Creates connection data